Investment catalogue at a glance

Participants
38 National Statistical Offices (NSOs) and Eurostat

Investment activities
630 projects

Benefits of sharing investment information
Reduced costs for individual statistical organizations through harnessing collaborative development opportunities

Identify areas where collaborative investment between community partners will deliver efficiencies and fast track community outcomes

Want to know more?

INVESTMENT SNAPSHOOT

What are NSOs investing in?

New Statistics development in focus

Business Impact
The value that the completion of this capability will bring to the organization

- Statistical product innovation
- New data sources exploration
- Methods and tools development for new statistics
- Identify user needs
- Legislative work participation

What types of investments?

Transformational projects 48%
Innovation activity 34%
Harvesting projects 18%

Where is the innovation?

- New statistics development 44%
- Statistical dissemination 14%
- Statistical design 11%